The Permanent Mission of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the United Nations Office in Vienna, OSCE and other International Organizations in Vienna presents its compliments to the Secretariat of the Conference of the States Parties to the United Nations Convention against Corruption, and with reference to your note No. CU 2014/101/DTA/CEB/CSS dated 14. May 2014 and under the provision of the resolution 5/3 as adopted by the UNCAC COSP at its fifth session held in Panama City from 25 to 29 November 2013, has the honour to forward relevant information of the Ministry of Justice of Bosnia and Herzegovina related to the criminal offences specified by the Convention and asset recovery under respective resolution as follows:

- In the BH entity Republika Srpska this matter is regulated by the “Law on confiscation of illegally acquired property” (Official Gazette RS No. 12/10)
- In the entity Federation of BiH this matter is regulated by the “Law on suppression of corruption and organized crime” and the “Law on confiscation of illegally acquired property by criminal act”, both endorsed by the Parliament of Federation of BiH on extraordinary session held 05. June 2014.
- On the State level and in the Brčko District this matter will be regulated by respective laws that are at present in the drafting procedure.
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